Abstract. Spectral densities of phonons i n the immediate vicinity of a vacancy in Si and Ge a r e calculated in the continued fraction/recursion method. The results indicate that both in Si and Ge the presence of vacancy gives r i s e to a sharp decrease in the COS in the optical frequency range and a rather diffuse increase in the acoustic frequency range.
Abstract. Spectral densities of phonons i n the immediate vicinity of a vacancy in Si and Ge a r e calculated in the continued fraction/recursion method. The results indicate that both in Si and Ge the presence of vacancy gives r i s e to a sharp decrease in the COS in the optical frequency range and a rather diffuse increase in the acoustic frequency range. 1 . Introduction. -A t moderately high concentrations of hydrogen i n aworphous Si, four hydrogen atoms tend t o cluster as they saturate qroups of four dangling bonds pointing towards a counterpart of the crystalline vacancy.' Infrared absorptionly2 and %man scattering3 experiments on amorphous and crystalline Si or Ge vith H , O, or F a s impurities show that the frequency of the resonant vibration i n the acoustic range depends only very sl ightly on inpuri ty snecies. This suogests that such vi brational modes involve a large number of atom of the host and leads one t o suspect that the vacancy i n whose vicinity the clustering occurs nay i t s e l f qive r i s e to resonant modes in the frequency range where they have been observed.
As a step in the direction of elucidating the nature of the resonant rrodes we have studied vibrational properties of crystal1 i ne Si and Ge containing an isolated vacancy. Use has been made of the real space version of the continued fractionlrecursion method4, which does not require a periodic arrangement of atoms. The method has been applied successfully to several types of l a t t i c e dynalrical defect problems involving a lowering of symnetry5, although not to point defects as f a r as we are aware.
The local density p m ( R . R ; w ) of vibrational nodes of polarization u a t s i t e L and frequency w i s directly related to the diagonal element of the Green's function calculate the phonon spectrum of Si crystal without vacancy. On the one hand the phonon spectrurr, i s obtained in the recursion method by considering a f i n i t e crystal containing up to 18 000 atoms, a t the surface of which a l l bonds are terminated. The dynamical matrix i s such t h a t includes only the f i r s t and second neighbor forces. 7
This requires six independent force constants, of which five have been chosen to give a best least-squares f i t to the experimental phonon frequencies a t r, X, and L points.8 The l a s t one, the second neighbor force constant 6, which affects none of the above phonons, has been either fixed on the basis of the valence force f i e l d 9 illode1 ( 6 = (P-v-A)/2) or equated to zero. The f i r s t 21 coefficients (ao, . . , azO) and (bo, .., bZ0) in Eq. ( 1 ) were directly calculated and the remining part of the On the other hand the phonon spectrum i s calculated f o r an infinite l a t t i c e using the same force constants in the usual k-space sampl ing method. With about 80 000 sample points in 1/48 of the Brillouin zone we obtain a phonon 30s which i s shown by the lower curve in Fig. 1 . tening of acoustic phonons in the vicinity Fig. 1 . Lattice vibration spectrum of Of BZ edge were properly taken into acm g f i r s t and second neighbor count.1° Except f o r t h i s , both of the forces i n the and i n the curves reproduce t h e general features of k-space sampling method. The force constants a r e those defined by Herthe known phonon spectrum fair1 y we1 1 . The man.
two curves are very similar, the only difference being that the recursion method general 1 y smoothes sharply edged van Hove singularities characteristic of i n f i n i t e crystal s. 11 
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3. Vacancy. -To model a vacancy i n the simplest way we remove the c e n t r a l S i atom a
t R=o and equate t o zero a l l forces connected t o t h i s atom. I n c o n t r a s t t o t h e
preceding case, t h e LDOS does depend on t h e l a t t i c e s i t e R a n d we evaluate i t a t one o f t h e four nearest neighbors o f the vacancy. The recursion c a l c u l a t i o n proceeds i n a s i m i l a r way as before using the same s e t o f f o r c e constants, except t h a t we equate 6=0, which i s r e q u i r e d if the t r a n s l a t i o n a l invariance condition6 i s 
